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Without a doubt, things are changing in our schools. While every school district is different,
every district is responding to many of the same driving forces (1:1, BYOD, digital publishing,
disaster preparedness, etc.) and these are placing increasing pressure directly on the network
infrastructure. Today, districts that are implementing a digital transformation are at risk of hitting
a wall, be it the cost and availability of increased internet capacity, the reliability of homegrown
networks that have now become mission critical, or ageing or inadequate equipment.
In the past, a phone call to the Internet Service Provider for more bandwidth or upgrading
network switches might have worked, but that is no longer a sufficient or sustainable response.
Education networks need to be different by design.
This document will outline the rationale and approaches that support the development of Smart
Education Networks.

Executive Summary
Traditional school networks, depending on size and geography, are generally not able to scale
to support teaching and learning in a digitally transformational environment. Many “breaking
points” occur as districts try to evolve existing networks for the future in the same way as the
past.
Addressing individual network bottlenecks in isolation and piecemeal is likely to lead to wasted
money as the next “breaking point” becomes the bottleneck and requires a different approach.
Fortunately, numerous technology and market trends combine to create a “perfect storm” of

opportunity to redesign and implement a roadmap towards the “New Education Network” that
cost effectively provides far more capacity, reliability, flexibility, scalability, and manageability
Network capacity demand becomes exponential in transformed teaching and learning
environments. The demands on School Networks outpaces affordability with traditional
approaches: Smart Education Networks require a comprehensive redesign, not just a phone
call to an Internet provider for more bandwidth
Fortunately for districts that are large enough for the new demands to seem prohibitive, with
comprehensive design, Smart Education Networks can be implemented that increase capacity
and reduce costs by:
● Connecting to the Internet at an aggregation site such as an Internet Point of Presence
(PoP) and controlling the Wide Area Network (WAN) from the schools to the PoP - giving
districts a choice of multiple providers and other cost reducing connectivity such as
Internet2 or state/education networks.
● Building a WAN with multiple paths to increase reliability
● Shifting servers and services to a hosted data center
● Taking advantage of 3rd party network implementation and management to avoid
needing to compete with industry for top-notch network architects and engineers.
However, in order to accomplish this New Education Network design, the process must be
approached holistically, with full understanding of the tradeoffs among the requirements and a
comprehensive design that addresses them as a whole rather than in the traditional silos.

New Education Network Requirements
There are numerous demands on school networks that lead to “breaking” points in traditional
design. These include:
● Once districts move to a 1:1 or BYOD environment, the growth on demand for network
capacity becomes exponential. It is not unusual for districts to see 60% year over year
growth - a doubling of capacity demand every 18 months. Over the lifetime of a 5 year
technology plan, that reflects an order of magnitude increase in capacity needs. For
districts, it can be resource prohibitive to plan for Internet costs that increase tenfold over
a five year timespan.
● Education networks that have grown organically since the days before even computer
labs are often not highly reliable. This is less of a problem when they are used primarily
for administrative purposes, but once they become instrumental in instruction, the
network becomes mission critical and requires much higher reliability than most districts
can provide.
● Wireless access points, switches, and even the wiring in school buildings may not
support growing levels of Internet capacity and may be incompatible with newer
technology.
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Network appliances such as firewalls, security systems and filters may not have the
capacity to support growing demand and are expensive to purchase when anticipating
demand that has not yet been realized.
Most districts are not able to afford full time network architects and engineers to scale
and manage their networks. Those districts who develop those skills internally find
themselves competing with industry for their newly skilled talent.
Districts that require more servers and storage may find that expanding their data
centers and making them robust enough to support mission critical systems is costly in
terms of equipment, electricity, and manpower.
Districts that rely heavily on remotely located or cloud resources will also need increased
bandwidth to support those services.
For many districts, the evolution of their networks does not include strategic planning or
support for business continuity and disaster recovery.

School Networks for digital transformation require design for the following drivers:
● Capacity: The FCC target for education networks for 2017 is 1 Mbps per student. In
addition to student usage, districts also need to also consider administrative overhead
such as state reporting, managing HVAC and lunch systems, VoIP, and student
information systems (often an additional 30% demand or more.) Many districts are
finding that once they commit to 1:1 their network capacity demand curve becomes
nonlinear, with demand often growing at 60% annually (though this number varies
according the circumstances of each district.)
● Reliability: District CTO’s report that their superintendents, teachers, and students
expect essentially zero downtime, much less any unplanned downtime. In practice, for
many districts, this corresponds to overall network reliability (as experienced per
student) of 3-5 “nines” 99.9% of reliability (8 hours - 5 minutes unplanned downtime
annually).
● Mobility: Depending on district BYOD policies, one or more devices per student requires
design for 10x-100x of the number of devices. This has evolved from the time when
there was only one device per adult, or perhaps a class-sized computer lab. This means
that the network must be sized to accommodate the addressing and number of
connections maintained by these devices as well as affordably address security and
access for them.
● Scalability & Flexibility: Because capacity demand grows so rapidly, the ability to scale
Internet access and network appliances throughout the technology lifecycle becomes
critical. Otherwise, technology installed at the beginning of the period will either be
overkill initially, or become inadequate/obsolete before the 5 year plan period is
completed. Similarly, as digital resources and software services are evolving very rapidly
at the same time as their usage evolves through a digital transition, the ability to scale
servers and services is also critical.
● Sustainability: Funding sources and mechanisms can impact how a network is designed.
E-Rate incentivizes the near-term building out of fiber. The need for predictable longterm funding sources for infrastructure refresh causes some districts to shift expenses
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from CapEx to OpEx. Holistic design and careful road mapping of network build-out and
upgrades can help ensure that funds are used optimally.
Agility: As districts shift to digital transformation, classroom practice evolves - often
rapidly. As a result the needs of teachers and students can change quickly and the
ability of IT to respond quickly to these changes depend on a network that is designed to
nimbly scale and reconfigure services and access as needed.
Maintainability: The increased demands on education networks also requires that the
networks become easy to maintain and perform optimally. This means that the networks
must be designed to be easy to monitor both for performance and for proactive
maintenance/replacement of appliances as well as for scaling capacity.

Market and Technology Trends
There are significant trends in education, markets, and technology that have combined to create
the conditions that both require and enable Smart Education Networks. These trends are not
static, but constantly evolving, creating an unprecedented need for flexible, adaptable
infrastructure to support the rapidly evolving changes in teaching and learning in a technology
environment..

Education Trends
The decreasing cost of mobile devices and Internet appliances such as web-based tools
(Chromebooks, iPads, Tablets, etc.) are driving previously unaffordable 1:1 programs in an
ever-increasing number of schools and districts. The prevalence of these devices in homes has
similarly driven increased numbers of BYOD programs. Both of these trends are sparking the
dissemination of innovations in digital educational resources as well as in pedagogical
approaches such as flipped classrooms, inquiry-based learning, and student work published to
authentic audiences. Technology in the classroom is also facilitating other student-centered
approaches at scale such as problem- and project-based learning, innovation, and more.
Education Technology and Education Practice are poised to enter a virtuous cycle, each driving
the growth and maturation of the other.
Infrastructure growth is also driven by the shift to online assessments as well as implementation
of and innovation in data-driven instructional approaches, and increased demands of data
collection for federal and state reporting.

Market Trends
Through holistic design, utilizing E-Rate funding, and conducting
competitive procurements, schools can lower their overall cost of Internet
while increasing the capacity and service levels.

In addition to more affordable devices, the costs of existing Internet appliances continually
decrease as new, higher-capacity appliances come to market.
The cost of Internet (not including transport) is decreasing and the cost of Internet per MB is
lower at higher bandwidths. This provides an opportunity for districts to lower their overall
Internet Access cost. However, the cost of Internet Transport – the district Wide Area Network
(WAN) Ethernet connection from the district to the Internet port – has not decreased at the
same rate as the Internet; therefore, districts are not always realizing the potential gains of lower
Internet costs. Through holistic design, utilizing E-Rate funding, and competitive procurements,
schools can lower their overall cost of Internet while increasing capacity and service levels.
The opportunity for high capacity Internet, high availability networks, cloud services, and
available funding along with increasing demand for 24/7 access, disaster recovery, and security
has driven Industry Enterprises to cloud, Carrier Neutral Data Centers (CNDC) and colocation
facilities. This market demand has provided an increase in “products” and solutions to meet the
needs. CNDCs and cloud providers are now more available with a reduced cost structure for
education clients.
Another market trend in K12 education is the use of both dark and lit fiber for the Wide Area
Network transport. Fiber-based networks provide the capacity and scalability required for
education networks. Infrastructure costs for fiber can be considered in a long term contract
arrangement such as an Indefeasible Right of Use (IRU), long-term lease, service contracts
and/or ownership.
The requirement of schools to provide high capacity, scalable, and highly available Wide Area
Networks and Internet service has driven a change in the overall design of networks. Schools
often investigate state, regional and/or collaborative services to augment or replace their current
local Internet service model. A district may also investigate building a fiber-based solution both
within their network and to an aggregation location where Internet Tier 1 providers, Internet 2,
cloud and managed service providers are located such as a Carrier Neutral Data Center, a
regional or state aggregation point, or an education specific consortium location to mitigate risk.

School districts have found that with diversification they can now provide services at a reduced
rates. This reduction in expenditures allows for additional build-outs and designs to account for
multiple paths, vendors and access. While support costs can increase, these New Networks
allow districts flexibility with partners and improved service to the end user.

Technology Trends
Software Defined Networks, Software Defined Data Centers and
the convergence of the networks and applications are emerging as
the most significant and innovative trend in technology, changing
the way networks are built for today and architecting them to be
future ready
The availability of Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) enables profound improvements in the
scalability and flexibility of hardware resources such as servers, appliances and filters; as well
as, access to software and services that support both instructional and enterprise purposes.
These models are generally available as subscription services making it possible to shift funds
from Capital Expenditures to Operational Expenditures so that it is easier to predict recurring
costs. In addition, these services are instantly scalable with a phone call to modify service or
automatically, in response to demand. These innovations have enabled significant cost
efficiencies as well as innovative offerings.
Network Virtualization (NV), Network Function Virtualization (NFV), and Software Defined
Networking (SDN) are technology architectures and solutions that change the way networks and
network related services are built and delivered for the organization. All of these technologies
bring needed solutions to the requirements of security, performance, scalability, management,
standards and lower long-term cost.
Software Defined Networks (SDN), Software Defined Data Centers and the convergence of the
networks and applications are emerging as the most significant and innovative trend in
technology, changing the way networks are built for today and architecting them to be future
ready. Software Defined (SD) infrastructure provides protocols that allow the network to be
dynamically managed and monitored by software rules rather than the individual programming
of each element, even when the hardware is from a mixture of manufacturers.
Network Virtualization (NV) makes it possible to perform functions that were previously handled
by network appliances in software. Network Functions Virtualization (NFV) enables the
virtualization of firewall, Intrusion Detection, Intrusion Prevention, load balancing, DNS/DHCP,
management and other network applications. NFV runs on high-performance x-86 platforms
and it enables functions on selected networks as needed. NFV provides the benefits of
security, segmentation, management throughout the network without the need for physical
hardware. NFV can also reduce the need to overprovision – buying or allocating large hardware
appliances that handle the whole network for the next three to five years. Instead, the district
purchases functions for each specific area(s) based on need with the ability to scale and grow
on demand.

Policy and Funding Trends
In 2014, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) made sweeping changes to the
Federal K12 INternet and Funding program, E-Rate. The January and December
implementations of the E-Rate Modernization Order and the Second E-Rate Modernization
Order represented the most significant changes since the program’s inception in 1996.
The orders changed and prioritized the eligible services included within the program, increasing
the funding levels from $2.4 billion to $3.9 billion annually, changing the schools funding
schedules and levels, optimizing the program processes, transparency and systems. These
changes can allow districts to create and manage detailed infrastructure and operations with
more ease.
Changes to Priority 1 services increased the ability of districts to fund last mile installations and
pay for connectivity changes. Unlike in previous years, funds were specifically set aside for
Priority 2 funding to prioritize the installation of WiFI and wired networks in schools. Additionally,
the orders decrease and ultimately eliminate support for traditional telephony services within the
program. Each of these changes impact operations, reporting, resilience, and support. Districts
will need to address their technology and infrastructure planning with those changes in mind
and account for these changes outside of USAC funding.

Usage Trends
Very different usage patterns have emerged as a result of the availability of new technologies
and new digital resources combined with beneficial market trends and increased mainstream
adoption of 1:1 and Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) programs in schools.
● Internet as Destination: Most school traffic is now intended for the Internet rather than
internal operational systems such as payroll and student record management. Students are
accessing digital resources for learning as well as using the Internet for research, publishing
work, collaborating with other students or subject matter experts, playing educational games,
etc. Even core school business systems such as Student Information Systems and Learning
Management Systems are available as cloud-based services that many districts are shifting
towards. This means that networks and security need to be optimized to support high capacity
light-weight access to the Internet as well as limited access to district-hosted software, where it
still prevails.
● Ubiquitous Access: Mobile students are accessing their learning resources and communities
from within the classroom, from home, and anywhere in between. Districts must be intentional
about role-based access to software and services of differing levels of security and criticality
from devices using non-district networks for access, such as mobile LTE devices or home WiFI.
The usage trends of Internet as the Destination and Ubiquitous Access, in conjunction with
digital content and broad adoption of wireless devices by all (BYOD), are combining to build the
New Digital Learning Community.

The relationship between education, market, technology, policy and usage trends are tightly
woven and should be considered when building an education network that will meet the needs
of schools for both near and long-term build-outs. A clearly defined and agreed upon
understanding from all stakeholders – community, administration, network architects and
departments – is one of the most important aspects of building a new network to support the
New Digital Learning Community.

New Education Network Design

Comprehensive and Integrated Design Approach
The design of the New Network consists of making tradeoffs and leveraging synergies among
multiple interrelated systems. If different design teams evolve an isolated section of the design
in a vacuum, the opportunity to leverage opportunities and make those tradeoffs is lost. If,
however, the full design of the New Education Network is performed holistically, with all
elements taken into account, the full cost and performance benefits made possible by current
technology and market trends becomes available.
When a methodical approach is applied to designing the optimal network system by examining
subsystem design simultaneously, the design outcomes can and should be different. The
perfect storm of technology and innovation, policy, funding, and the digital revolution and the
expectations of a digital society have enabled and demand this opportunity for an Integrated
Design approach. The Comprehensive and Integrated Design process with the addition of new
components into the traditional network architecture is more complex than simply upgrading or
expanding existing environment; however, it is a core and foundational approach to redesigning
and changing the network to meet the needs of the next five years.
Integrated design demands a purposeful and articulated expectation that the designs of the
subsystems will provide more than just interoperability of components. This design must not
only meet current needs, but also it must be optimized for advanced functionality and service
delivery as the result of the aggregated subsystems’ designs and meet the projected needs of
the district for the next three to five years.
Every district is different, and how comprehensive design is applied to a given district network
will vary. However, there are trade-offs and practices that every district should consider when
embarking on a Smart Education Network implementation.
●

Begin with a shared vision of the network’s purpose. How will it be used today and five
years from now. What is the goal for students and how will technology support that? A
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shared context is critical for making the important trade-offs. Without it, each functional
area will optimize for their own sub-system leading to a degradation of the system
overall.
Create a cross-functional team with the job of understanding the infrastructure
implications of different decisions regarding the digital environment. For instance:
○ Will the district support BYOD, where the network might be required to support
students with 3 or more devices or will it support 1:1 where the district is
responsible for purchasing and managing devices?
○ Will students access their learning community and resources only at school, or at
home and places in between?
○ What levels of security and access is required for different software and
services?
○ Will the students be using digital curriculum that require a daily simultaneous
download of data to each device?
○ How will teachers be using technology in the classroom and what will their usage
patterns look like?
○ What is the financial tradeoff between lower cost Internet appliances with higher
bandwidth needs and more expensive devices?
Take a “greenfield” design mentality. Without the requirements of strategic solutions and
greenfield mentality, comprehensive design appears to be the traditional and normal
process for design; however, districts must be careful not to fall into the refresh and grow
process of existing platforms on an existing network without re-evaluating the overall
network design options as they relate to other subsystem needs such as Internet
capacity or the Application Delivery Platform. The critical and differentiating component
of the Smart Education Network design process is comprehensive and integrated
design of the network system as a holistic process. Once a comprehensive design is in
place, the implementation can be staged over many years for optimal cost-effectiveness
and budgetary alignment.
Document the current network design including the Wide Area Network (WAN) and
telephone systems and identify alternative providers of services than the traditional
vendors:
○ Identify the current Information and Communication Technology infrastructure
within your community, region and state.
○ Identify potential network/fiber providers for your district.
○ Identify the providers of colocation, data center services and IP access to your
community. This may include but not limited to professional Tier 3 or Tier 4 Carrier
Neutral Data Centers in the closest metro, the closet termination point of IP Transit
Internet services (or Internet Port services, local providers physical service
location, and higher education, state and regional networks physical demarcation
locations.
Revisit and update design frequently to respond to the changing environment.
Mitigate the growing cost of Internet capacity by identifying the optimal physical location
for obtaining Internet services. For many districts a Research and Education Network, an
intergovernmental cooperative network, or an Internet Point of Presence (PoP) can offer
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multiple providers as well as virtualized software, storage, and network services.
Conduct a cost tradeoff between the cost of connecting fiber between the district and
such a PoP and the cost reduction available due to eliminating vendor lock-in and
reliance on single providers.
Perform a cost analysis between building, leasing, or otherwise controlling the fiber in
your Wide Area Network (WAN) in order to eliminate single-vendor dependence for
Internet transport.
Perform a Total Cost of Ownership analysis between maintaining a physical data center
versus remote or virtualized services such as those available at a Carrier Neutral Data
Center (CNDC).
Mitigate reliability issues by ensuring multiple paths on the WAN, electrical redundancy,
and other measures. When making investments evaluate each for redundancy and cost
individually. How likely is the failure being mitigated? What is the impact of the failure
(single student, classroom, building, district?) How long would it take to repair or route
around the failure?
Consider a Network Function Virtualization Platform to support authentication,
authorization and accounting for wired and wireless network, active directory, DNS/DHCP,
firewall, load-balancing, security and DMZ services. The NFV platform can also support
voice IP access services and Quality of Service. Because the NFV provides a significant
amount of East-West traffic, Network Virtualization should be considered in the overall
design for increased security.
Identify an Application Delivery strategy. What are the requirements for enterprise,
hosted, private/hybrid and public cloud services with respect to access, security, and so
on.
Develop a wide area network infrastructure that is built on a design that provides
scalability, capacity, high availability and ease of management including an internal
network transport layout (discussed below), an external connection options, estimated
cost of POP co/location, Internet cost and options, and PSTN cost and option. Also,
identify access to peering and/or state network services to augment the commodity
Internet service.

In the majority of cases, a high level design with the Smart Education Network strategy Internet
and IP services requirements and design solutions of the cost efficiencies and scalability alone
will validate the need for the New Network Design Architecture. However, when the other
service requirements for PSTN access, Application Delivery Platform, Network/Data Center
solutions, Disaster Recovery/Business Continuity and Cloud services are considered through a
comprehensive and integrated design process, the New Network Design Infrastructure solution
will clearly show both the immediate and long term strategic value to the district.
Note that for those districts where it is cost effective, moving their Internet access and data
center to a PoP is the prime enabler for numerous cost efficiencies and improvements in ease
of management, reliability, and scalability. For small districts, or districts that are highly
geographically distributed, this approach may not be the most cost-effective. Each district must
make those trade-offs holistically and independently.

Also note that these steps do not address the issue of human capacity for network architecture
and management. For many districts it is more cost effective, reliable, and sustainable to
contract network design, build-out, and maintenance from a third party with service level
agreements and built-in technology refresh than to compete with industry for highly qualified
network specialists.

High Level Architecture for a New Education Network
Figures 1 and 2 (below) shows a traditional school network. It most likely evolved from
supporting computers for administrators and teachers and a computer lab, all connected via
Ethernet to now supporting some level of WiFi in the school. Depending on the size of the
district, evolving this network by simply adding more WiFi access points in each building and a
fatter pipe to the Internet from the district may become prohibitively expensive and/or
cumbersome when moving to one or more devices per student and 1 Mbps/student capacity.

Figure 1: Traditional School Network Concept (WRONG GRAPHIC)

Figure 2:

Figure 3 shows a High Level New Network Design Architecture that addresses these limitations.
Key design elements include:
● Aggregation Point of Presence. Identifying the location for your schools that provides
access to the services required both near and long term and provides support for the
innovative technology strategies that will bring value to your network. Schools are
connected to an Internet Point of Presence where the district can leverage competition
among service providers to get the best rates for Internet access. (Note this may mean
the district can gain access to services from a carrier-neutral data center, from their state
Research and Education Networks, state government, their local community college, or
other.) For instance, Utah and Washington state both provide a K-20 network presence
for their districts to help alleviate the overhead and burden for districts where the size of
a district restricts access or knowledge.
● Accessing and leveraging peering agreements through ISPs, state and regional
networks and Internet 2. Internet Peering is the process by which two Internet networks
connect and exchange traffic. Tier 1 Internet providers exchange traffic with free and
reciprocal peering agreements.
● Accessing and leveraging federal, state, and educational contracts for connectivity and
equipment.
● Security is built into all aspects of the network including the basic layers of WAN
transport and network access, wireless and Internet. The network provides access to
the Internet and external services and provides access to internal resources to only
appropriate devices and users and protects all internal services from both internal and
external access.
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An Internet infrastructure that leverages aggregation, high availability, NFV, scalability
and security.
Network Functionality is obtained as a service for flexibility, maintainability, and
scalability, such as firewalls, filtering, security and 24/7 access.
The district has control of its WAN transport in order to eliminate reliance on individual
high-cost providers. The E-Rate Second Modernization Order changed to rules to
support and encourage fiber solutions for WAN transport including dark fiber and lit fiber
solutions. Wavelength services, generally Dense Wave Division Multiplexing (DWDM)
service provides optical (dark fiber like) connections between two locations with
protection options, scalability and support, are growing in availability as a WAN transport
solution.
Servers, Networks and Networks Access Services are virtualized and provided by
private, hybrid or public cloud solutions. A private cloud service, either built by the
district or provided as an outsourced service, is a virtualized infrastructure with compute,
network, security and storage designed to support the applications of the organization.
Cloud infrastructure reduces hardware and increases scalability, reliability and
availability and can eliminate the physical dimensions of space and location. Because
secure, scalable network access is a basic component of any network , the Network
Access Services (NetAS) become a priority service; therefore, Network Function
Virtualization is a key consideration with building a New Network.
An Application Delivery Platform for software and services that are most cost effectively
hosted by the district (decreasing) on a virtualized platform (private or hybrid cloud)
when possible. A Network Virtualization Platform to support the virtualization of Network
Functions (NFV) instead of buying appliances.

Revisit, Review, and Reasses
A highly available, scalable, secure Internet service is the most important component of the
Smart Education Network. The Smart Education Network considers all aspects of the Internet
service including the Internet, the transport and additional options for providers including
external Internet providers including Tier 1 and others, rather than the local phone and cable
companies; and Internet 2 to augment the “commodity Internet” service. Commodity Internet is
a general, commercially-available connection to the regular Internet, as opposed to a specialpurpose restricted network like Internet2 or Education State networks.

